Insight and Action

Identify, control, and understand
all enterprise data, in place
Drive value from your company’s rapidly growing data
and eliminate hidden risks that are growing along with
it. Rational Governance provides a complete solution to
understand and manage unstructured data in place and
in real-time, with integrated machine learning to amplify
your insight and control to enterprise scale.
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Key Features
Centralized Data Index
RG strips the text and metadata from
documents within managed data sources
to create a single, unified index, which can
then be leveraged to comprehensively
explore and control data.

Visualizations
Visualize data in customizable histograms
and iteratively drill down, refine, and take
action on documents.

Dynamic Searching
RG reimagines the role of search,
transforming it from a basic utility
to intelligent identification. Leverage
complex parameters and criteria to
find, cull, and classify your data.
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Key Features
Advanced Analytics
Apply integrated machine learning and
other artificial intelligence tools to discover
data that conventional methods may not be
able to identify.

Policies
RG’s powerful policy engine allows you to
enforce the lifecycle of all managed data
automatically. RG policies can take the
following actions on documents:

» Preserve & Hold
» Collect & Export
» Retain & Delete
» Move & Copy
» Monitor & Alert
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Key Features
Permissions, Audit & Reporting
Granular security controls and permissions
dictate which data and functionality
administrators can access. Every action
within Rational Governance is audited and
can be reported upon.

Integration With Rational Review
Seamlessly collect data directly from
RG into Rational Review, our proprietary
eDiscovery platform.

SUPPORTED DATA SOURCES:
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Key Benefits
In-Place Data Management

Real-Time & Evergreen

RG brings visibility to unstructured documents
where people are used to working, so you can
automatically apply classifications to information
as soon as it’s created.

RG allows real-time access to data and self-updates
constantly, both in its index of enterprise data, and
in its automatic triggers for document classifications
and management.

Engage With Unstructured Data

Low Impact & Invisible

RG brings structure to data types that were once
difficult to address. Analyze unstructured content in
conjunction with structured data to provide a more
holistic view of the enterprise.

Every element of RG was purpose-built to be
lightweight and invisible to the end user. Employees
will never notice poor performance and won’t be
interrupted to classify documents.

Proactive

Risk Mitigation & Value Creation

While RG can be deployed at a moment’s notice in a reactive context, its real purpose is for proactive enterprise
data governance, so that problems don’t present themselves in the first place.

Information is both an asset and a liability. Mitigate the risks posed by storing an ever-increasing
volume of data while also enhancing value and
driving profitability.
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Professionally Tailored to Your Needs
Professional Services

Rational’s client services team consists of information experts and senior consultants who have the necessary
experience to guide you through whatever information governance project you may be tackling.

Pricing that Delivers Immediate ROI
Our pricing is clear, transparent and is based on the actual value you receive. Rational’s flexibility allows us to
devise an approach that suits each client’s needs, rather than one-size-fits-all. The ROI of RG is immediate, and its
value will only grow from there.

Deployment Options
Infrastructure for RG can be set up behind your company’s firewall or hosted with a trusted cloud provider. In either
case, data security is ensured as a top priority.
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Use Cases
Records Retention & GRC

Data Privacy Protection

RG automatically recognizes complex data categories and specifies
exactly what should happen to records in a consistent, documented,
and highly defensible way. Ensure compliance with applicable
regulations and train RG to recognize potential offenses to proactively
avoid compliance violations.

RG documents personal data as an ongoing business function
to ensure compliance with a growing network of international
regulations, including GDPR. Empower your privacy professionals to
respond quickly to DSARs without the need to outsource.

Discovery Response
When a litigation, investigation, or records request arises, use RG for
immediate case assessment. Enterprise documents can be centrally
searched and analyzed at the source; potentially relevant documents
can be preserved in-place and custodians can be notified of their
hold obligations. Finally, RG enables targeted collection to any review
repository for further analysis.

Information Security
RG recognizes sensitive corporate information the moment it’s created
and reduces the risk of harmful data breaches by proactively moving
sensitive information out of high-risk areas into more secure locations.
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Legacy Data Clean Up
Address unorganized, poorly understood, and rarely accessed
documents that serve little to no business value. Use RG to identify
what information needs to be retained and destroy the balance. Not
only will you optimize your storage and save on hard costs, but you
will reduce risk down the road.

Big Data Analytics
Organizational data presents an unprecedented opportunity for new
insights into the business environment. RG’s predictive modeling
tools enable the analysis of potentially millions of variables to
discover key components and relationships driving complex systems
and behaviors.

Discover the complete solution
to understand and manage
unstructured data in place
and in real-time
SCHEDULE YOUR DEMO TODAY
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